
WRITING PROMPT #2, Winter 2015 / Inscribing The Body 
“Wreading Foucault, Or: A Campus Archeology” 

Email d with questions, or to send completed writing / wolachd@evergreen.edu  

 

STEP 1: Choose ONE of the sub-sections of "Docile Bodies" (one of the "Arts of 
Distribution—there are four, which we summarized and discussed in small groups in class on 
Saturday). For example, take the partitioning section. You may choose to use any ONE of the 
arts of distribution to complete this writing prompt, though I encourage you to choose the one 
that your group discussed in class. 

Note: if you were not in class for Sat. language lab, to get yourself caught up with things 
to the extent that you can still do this writing prompt without confusion, before going 
any further, SUMMARIZE the art you’ve chosen in writing (take 5-10 min. to 
summarize). 

STEP 2: Find a place on the Evergreen campus that you feel matches well, i.e., enacts, the art 
of distribution that you’ve chosen to use/creatively investigate for this writing. Find a 
space/place on campus, that is, which "partitions" or forms "enclosure." Remember, all 
institutions argues Foucault, distribute power and organize bodies, and most historically have 
made bodies more docile in relation to the institutions those bodies are in or part of. And 
recall that for Foucault this occurs via turning organization of the body, space, and time, into 
an artform (elsewhere in this book and in the chapter you’ve read, Foucault calls such 
artforms “sciences” or “technologies.” These terms are interchangeable, where an “art” or 
“technology” of distribution, for Foucault, is the theory and application that theory, in this 
case of the body and of spaces bodies inhabit--these are arts, then, but also technologies, of 
bodily distribution. 

STEP 3: For 20-30 min, WHILE IN THAT SPACE, take some free-written notes, noting how 
and to what degree that space you chose enacts that art of distribution you also chose to focus 
on. This is to say, investigate the space/place on campus and take notes not just on how the 
space/place functions, but how and why it might relate to the art of distribution you’ve chosen 
to focus on. 

STEP 4: Either in the space you are taking notes or while at home (I recommend doing this at 
home), begin to DO AN "ARCHEOLOGY" OF THAT CAMPUS SPACE BY MAKING A PIECE 
OF CREATIVE WRITING that in itself enacts, responds to, and IN FORM (not just "content") 
somehow evokes, accords with, resists, intervenes in, resonates as, inscribes, or otherwise 
experiments with, the arguments of the sub-section you chose. Evoke the effects of the space, 
or resist them via your creative writing. Your creative writing SHOULD USE YOUR 
EXTENSIVE NOTES as the raw materials, hence your writing is written in part from a sort of 
“field research,” what Foucault refers to as archeological writing.  



BASIC CONSTRAINTS FOR THIS WRITING: 

The form of the writing is largely up to you, and this time, so is the genre of writing. The main 
puzzle for you to solve is to ask what your writing desires when it is meant to evoke and 
somehow respond to the space on campus that you’ve researched/inhabited by way of how 
that space re-distributes your body (and other bodies) and therefore alters modes of behavior. 
What does the form of the writing need for you to evoke this relation between Foucault’s ideas 
and the things about the space you’ve noted? THE BASIC CONSTRAINTS FOR THIS 
WRITING ARE: 

--For fiction/prose: 3pp single-spaced, MAX. Minimum 1-page of fiction/prose. 

--For poetry or “performance” writing, length should be “ode-length,” which is 2-3pp of 
poetry or performance writing.  

--Revise at least once before sending it to d and having it ready for in-class work. 

STARTER QUESTIONS / TIPS: 

--How might a poem or piece of performative/creative writing “enact” or “argue” or be shaped 
by, for example, Foucault’s notion of enclosure within the space you are doing the writing on 
campus (or how can that poem acknowledge its unavoidable confrontation with such a 
pervasive phenomenon)? 

--How might this poem be, in a sense, an extension of your critical body as framed through 
Foucault’s work? Your critical desires? Your critical needs? An extension of, to use poet Rob 
Halpern’s phrase, critical sexuality? All of these angles, and others you can think of, are on the 
table as entry points or architectures or forms for your poem. Be playful and careful and 
enjoy. 


